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Goodwood Racecourse | 03/08/2023 | 8:50pm (GB Time: 1:50pm)

S3-1 | 3yo Handicap | Turf | 1982M

Likely Positions After Settling

Charlie Johnston’s runners can be relied upon to go forwards and PERFECT PLAY is most likely leader in this. GARDEN ROUTE and CRACK SHOT both made the 

running in their latest starts and should be up there. Neither PERFUSE nor SILVER SWORD will be far off the pace. OBELIX returned to from coming from behind 

last time and may adopt similar tactics.

Pace : FAST

Likely Positions After Settling

S3-2 | Richmond Stakes | Turf | 1200M (Straight)

Goodwood Racecourse | 03/08/2023 | 9:25pm (GB Time: 2:25pm)

SKETCH was very impressive on his debut storming clear off the front, he looks the one they will have to catch. TOCA MADERA looks his main danger on form and 

will probably track him. Unexposed VANDEEK came from the back when cutting through the field with ease on his debut and will probably try similar tactics.

Pace : FAST
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Likely Positions After Settling

Goodwood Racecourse | 03/08/2023 | 10:00pm (GB Time: 3:00pm)

S3-3 | Gordon Stakes | Turf | 2401M

It is unlikely they will go very fast in this small field with plenty of hold-up horses. CHESSPIECE made the running last time and looks the most probable leader. A 

number of others can race prominently or be held up, BURDETT ROAD, DESERT HERO, CANBERRA LEGEND and ESPIONAGE, for example, so it is a bit of a 

lottery guessing what will track the pace and what will be in rear.

Pace : AVERAGE

Likely Positions After Settling

Goodwood Racecourse | 03/08/2023 | 10:35pm (GB Time: 3:35pm)

S3-4 | Nassau Stakes  | Turf | 1982M

BLUE ROSE CEN is the only one of these to make to running of late, but that was over 1600m and French races are typically more slowly run than those in Britain. 

She could lead with ABOVE THE CURVE, prominent last time, and NEVER ENDING STORY towards the front for the O’BRIEN family. CAERNARFON tends to get 

outpaced and may have to make a late bid and NASHWA looks very likely to be held up and use her customary turn of foot to try to lead late.

Pace : AVERAGE
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Likely Positions After Settling

Goodwood Racecourse | 03/08/2023 | 11:10pm (GB Time: 4:10pm)

S3-5 | 2yo Handicap | Turf | 1409M

They will probably go quite fast in this if the ground is not too soft. MISSION TO MOON has led to good effect in his last two starts and should be up there again. 

MACANUDO is another that likes to be at the front and blinkers could light him up. Charlie Johnston’s pair LINCOLN LEGACY and PERSIAN PHOENIX will threaten 

the pace. BITS AND BOBS may come on the scene late.

Pace : FAST

Likely Positions After Settling

Goodwood Racecourse | 03/08/2023 | 11:45pm (GB Time: 4:45pm)

S3-6 | 3yo 71-90 Handicap | Turf | 1609M

There will be a strong pace in this big field. A number have led of late, but NAVAL ACADEMY is the only runner that has been making a habit of it and that of slower 

paces in France and his high draw may make it difficult to get to the front. MERRY MINISTER has been prominent in his last two starts and GLENFINNAN led, 

though at a steady pace, in a small race on his penultimate start. OTTOMAN PRINCE is another that is often prominent, but again is drawn high. ROARIN’ 

SUCCESS was held up stepped-up to a mile for a win last time and will probably adopt similar tactics.

Pace : FAST
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Likely Positions After Settling

Goodwood Racecourse | 04/08/2023 | 12:20am (GB Time: 5:20pm)

S3-7 | 2yo Fillies Maiden | Turf | 1409M

Plenty of debutants here and of those only TRUE WISDOM from Charlie Johnston yard appeals as one that is very likely to be up with the pace. His other runner though, SHADAN JOY, with more experience 

and a habit of leading should make the running. GET JIGGY WITH IT came from the back on his debut, perhaps giving the winner too much start, he will probably swoop late again, but market rival 

ORNELLAIA will probably be up at the head of affairs.

Pace : AVERAGE

Likely Positions After Settling

Goodwood Racecourse | 04/08/2023 | 12:55am (GB Time: 5:55pm)

S3-8 | World Pool Handicap | Turf | 1000M (Straight) Pace : FAST

They will go very fast in this and DEMOCRACY DILEMMA should dispute the running with THUNDER MOOR and HOLKHAM BAY. Plenty of others will be close to 

the pace, but one that is more likely come from the rear is ESTATE.


